We show that averaging eigenvectors of randomly sampled submatrices efficiently approximates the true eigenvectors of the original matrix under certain conditions on the incoherence of the spectral decomposition. This incoherence assumption is typically milder than those made in matrix completion and allows eigenvectors to be sparse. We discuss applications to spectral methods in dimensionality reduction and information retrieval.
Introduction
Spectral methods have a long list of applications in statistics and machine learning. Beyond simple dimensionality reductiontechniques such as PCA, they have been used in clustering [1] , ranking & information retrieval [2, 3, 4] , or classification for example. One of the most attractive features of these methods is their low numerical cost, in particular on problems where the data matrix is sparse (e.g. graph clustering, information retrieval, etc). Computing a few leading eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix, using the power or Lanczos methods for example, requires performing a sequence of matrix vector products and can be processed very efficiently. This means that when the matrix has dimension n, the cost of each iteration is O(n 2 ) in both storage and flops.
However, for extremely large scale problems arising in information retrieval or dimensionality reduction for example, this cost quickly becomes prohibitively high. Decomposing each matrix vector product in many smaller block operations partially alleviates this problem, but makes the overall process very bandwidth intensive. Decomposition techniques thus improve the granularity of iterative eigenvalue methods (i.e. require many cheaper operations instead of a single very expensive one), but at the expense of significantly higher bandwidth requirements. Here, we focus on methods that improve the granularity of large-scale eigenvalue computations while having very low bandwidth requirements, meaning that they can be fully distributed over many, loosely connected machines.
The idea of using subsampling to lower the complexity of spectral methods can be traced back at least to [5, 6] who described algorithms based on subsampling and random projections respectively. Explicit error estimates followed in [7, 8, 9] which bounded the approximation error of either elementwise or columnwise matrix subsampling procedures. On the application side, a lot of work has been focused on the Pagerank vector, [10] in particular study its stability under perturbations of the network matrix and apply similar techniques to spectral clustering in [11] , both works have close connections to ours. Finally, following the Netflix competition on collaborative filtering, a more recent stream of works [12, 13, 14, 15] has also been focused on exactly reconstructing a low rank matrix from a small, single incoherent set of observations.
Our work here is focused on the impact of subsampling on eigenvector approximations. First we seek to understand how far we can reduce the granularity of eigenvalue methods using subsampling, before reconstructing leading eigenvectors becomes impossible. This question was partially answered in [14, 15] for matrices with low rank, incoherent spectrum, using a single subset of matrix coefficients, after solving a convex program with high complexity. Here we make much milder assumptions on matrix incoherence. In particular, we allow some eigenvectors to be sparse (while remaining incoherent on their support) but we approximate eigenvectors using many subsampled matrices. Second, under certain condition on the sampling rate which guarantee that we remain in a perturbative setting, we show that simply averaging many approximate eigenvectors obtained by subsampling reduces approximation error by an order of magnitude. Overall, the fact that we remain in a perturbative setting also keeps our proofs relatively simple.
Notation. In what follows, we write S n the set of symmetric matrices of dimension n. For a matrix X ∈ R m×n , we write X F its Frobenius norm, X 2 its spectral norm, σ i (X) its ith largest singular value and let X ∞ = max ij |X ij |, while Card(X) is the number of nonzero coefficient in X. When x ∈ R n is a vector, we write its Euclidean norm x 2 and x ∞ its ℓ ∞ norm. κ denotes a generic constant, whose value may change from display to display.
Subsampling
We first recall the subsampling procedure in [9] which approximates a symmetric matrix M ∈ S n using a subset of its coefficients. The entries of M are independently sampled as
where p ∈ [0, 1] is the sampling probability. Theorem 1.4 in [9] shows that when n is large enough
holds with high probability. In what follows, we will prove a similar bound on M − S 2 using incoherence conditions on the spectral decomposition of M .
Computational benefits
Computing k leading eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix of dimension n using iterative algorithms such as the power or Lanczos methods (see [16, for example) only requires matrix vector products, hence can be performed in O(kn 2 ) flops when the matrix is dense. However, this cost is reduced to O(k Card(X)) flops for sparse matrices X. Because the matrix S defined in (1) has only pn 2 nonzero coefficients on average, the cost of computing k leading eigenvalues/eigenvectors of S will typically be 1/p times smaller than that of performing the same task on the full matrix M . Of course, sampling the matrix S still requires O(n 2 ) flops, but can be done in a single pass over the data and be fully distributed.
Sparse matrix approximations
Let us write the spectral decomposition of M ∈ S n as
where u i ∈ R n for i = 1, . . . , n and λ ∈ R n are the eigenvalues of M with λ 1 > . . . > λ n (we assume they are all distinct). Let α ∈ [0, 1] n , we measure the incoherence of the matrix M as
Note that this definition is slightly different from that used in [14] because we do not seek to reconstruct the matrix M exactly, so the tail of the spectrum can be partially neglected in our case. As we will see below, it also allows for sparse eigenvectors. Let us define a matrix Q ∈ S n with i.i.d. Bernoulli coefficients Q ij = 1/p with probability p 0 otherwise.
We can write
where C is now i.i.d. Bernoulli with mean zero and variance one, defined as
We can the write the sampled matrix S in (1) as
and we now seek to bound the spectral norm of the residual matrix E as n goes to infinity. We make the following key assumptions on the incoherence of the matrix M .
Assumption 1 There is a vector
as n goes to infinity, where µ and κ are absolute constants.
Using [17, Th. 5.5.19] or the fact that uu T • C = D u CD u , where D u is a diagonal matrix with the vector u on the diagonal, we get
where we have assumed that the vector u i is sparse with Card(u i ) ≤ κn α i , so C α i is a principal submatrix of C with dimension n α i . Now, [18, Th. 1.4] shows
≤ κ almost surely (asymptotically), whenever p is greater than (log n) 4+δ /n α i , for some δ > 0. The result in [9, Theorem 3.1] produces a similar bound with high probability for finite n, but only holds for extremely large values of n. However, we face here another difficulty: we need to control the maximum of these largest singular values, and show that the inequality above holds for this maximum. This is done using Talagrand's inequality (see [19] , Corollary 4.10), by relying on the fact that the largest singular value of C is a convex √ 2-Lipschitz function (with respect to Euclidian norm) of the entries of C that are on or above the diagonal. Vu's result implies that all the medians are less than κ, and as soon as pn α i > (log n) 1+δ we have the result for the maximum by a standard union bound argument. This means that we can bound the spectral norm of E by
almost surely (asymptotically), where α min = min i=1,...,n α i . This means in particular that the error term coming from the sparsest eigenvector will usually dominate all the others in the residual. In other respects, separate computations indicate that C/n 1/2 2 goes to infinity if p ≤ (log n) 1−δ /n, which suggests that this approach would run into trouble if the sampling rate were smaller than (log n)/n.
Tightness
Note that, in the limit case α = 1 where the eigenvectors are fully dense and incoherent, our bound is similar to the original bound in [9, Theorem 1.4] or that of [15, Th 1.1] (our model for M is completely different however). In fact, the bounds in (2) and (6) can be directly compared. In the fully dense case where α = 1, these bounds satisfy
so in this limit case, the original bound in (2) is always tighter than our bound in (6) . However, in the sparse incoherent case where α = 1, the ratio of (2) over (6) becomes
which can be large when α min < 1. The results in [15] , which are focused on exact recovery of low rank incoherent matrices, do not apply when the eigenvectors are sparse (i.e. α = 1).
Approximating eigenvectors
We now study the impact of subsampling on the eigenvectors. If we suppose that spectral norm of the residual is smaller than the separation distance between eigenvalues, with
the result in [20, Theorem II.3.9] shows that we can use perturbation expansions to approximate the leading eigenvector of the subsampled matrix. Based on the bound in (6) , this condition will be satisfied if
We write R the reduced resolvent of M , defined as
In the perturbative setting, if we call v the leading eigenvector of the sampled matrix S in (1) 
For simplicity here, we have normalized v so that v T u = 1, a similar result holds if we set v T v = 1 instead. Because the residual matrix satisfies E[E] = 0, if we average eigenvectors over many subsampled matrices (after removing indeterminacy by always making the first component positive), the residual error will be of order E 2 2 with
Note that this result applies to all eigenvectors for which the separation condition (7) is satisfied. Finally, we note that theoretical as well as practical considerations (see below) seem to indicate that condition (7) is quite conservative.
Variance
The expansion in (8) also allows us to approximate the variance of the residual REu after subsampling. By construction, E[E] = 0 and
, because E is symmetric, the u i 's form an orthonormal basis and u T 1 Eu j is the j-th coefficient of Eu 1 in this basis, so the sum of the squared coefficients is the squared norm of the vector. Hence,
The variance of u T 1 Eu 1 is easy to compute if we rewrite this quantity as a sum of independent random variables. Also, elementary computations show that E[E 2 ] is a diagonal matrix, whose i-th diagonal entry is, in the uniform sampling case, (1 − p) C i (M ) 2 2 /p, where C i (M ) is the i-th column of M . Hence, in that case, if
Assuming w.l.o.g. that λ 1 = M 2 , when the matrix is subsampled uniformly this bound yields
where NumRank(M ) = M 2 F / M 2 2 is the numerical rank of the matrix M and is a stable relaxation of the rank, satisfying 1 ≤ NumRank(M ) ≤ Rank(M ) ≤ n (see [21] for a discussion).
This also suggests a way to subsample adaptively as in [9] , selecting p ij to minimize the variance term by solving minimize ij M 2 ij /q ij subject to p ≤ q ij , i, j = 1, . . . , n 1 T q = 1, q ≥ 0 in the probability vector q ∈ R n 2 . A simple solution is then to sample adaptively as in [9] with probability
and this requires an additional pass on the matrix to compute M F .
Nonsymmetric matrices
The results described above are easily extended to nonsymmetric matrices. We assume M ∈ R m×n , with m ≥ n and write its spectral decomposition
where u i ∈ R n , v i ∈ R m and σ i > 0. We can adapt the definition of incoherence to
and reformulate our main assumption on M as follows.
Assumption 2 There are vectors α ∈ [0, 1] n and β ∈ [0, 1] n for which
as m, n go to infinity with m = ρn for a given ρ > 1, where µ and κ are absolute constants.
In this setting, using again [17, Th. 5.5.19], we get
where we have assumed that u i , v i are sparse and C α i ,β i is a n α i × m β i submatrix of C. As in (6), we can then bound the spectral norm of the residual
almost surely (asymptotically). Perturbation result similar to (8) for left and right eigenvectors have been derived in [22] .
Numerical experiments
In this section, we study the numerical performance of the algorithms detailed above on both artificial and realistic data matrices
Dense matrices: PCA, SVD, etc. We first illustrate our results by approximating the leading eigenvector of a matrix M as the average of leading eigenvectors of subsampled matrices, for various values of the sampling probability p. To start with a naturally structured dense matrix, we form M as the covariance matrix of the 500 most active genes in the colon cancer data set in [23] . We let p vary from 10 −4 to 1 and for each p, we compute the leading eigenvector of 1000 subsampled matrices, average these vectors and normalize the result. We call u the true leading eigenvector of M and v the approximate one. In Figure 1 , we plot u T v as a function of p together with the median of u T v sampled over all subsampled matrices, with dotted lines at plus and minus one standard deviation. We also record the proportion of samples where E satisfies the perturbation condition (7). We repeat this experiment on a (nonsymmetric) term-document matrix formed using press release data from PRnewswire, to test the impact of subsampling on Latent Semantic Indexing results. Here we let p vary from 10 −2 to 1 and for each p, we compute the leading eigenvector of 1000 subsampled matrices, average these vectors and normalize the result. We call u the true leading eigenvector of M and v the approximate one. In Figure 2 on the left, we plot u T v as a function of p together with the median of u T v sampled over all subsampled matrices, with dotted lines at plus and minus one standard deviation. The matrix M is 6779 × 11171 with spectral gap σ 2 /σ 1 = 0.66. In Figure 2 on the right, we plot the ratio of CPU time for subsampling a gene expression matrix of dimension 2000 and computing the leading eigenvector of the subsampled matrix, over CPU time for computing the leading eigenvector of the original matrix. Two regimes appear, one where the eigenvalue computation dominates with computation cost scaling with p, another where the sampling cost dominates and the speedup is simply the ratio between sampling time and the CPU cost of a full eigenvector computation. Of course, the principal computational benefit of subsampling is the fact that memory usage is directly proportional to p. A key difference between the experiments of Figure 1 and those of 2 is that the leading eigenvector of the gene expression data set is much more incoherent than the leading left eigenvector of the term-document matrix, which explains part of the difference in performance. We compare both eigenvectors in Figure 3 .
We then study the impact of the number of samples on precision. We use again the colon cancer data set in [23] . In Figure 4 on the left, we fix the sampling rate at p = 10 −2 and plot u T v as a function of the number of samples used in averaging. We also measure the impact of the eigenvalue gap λ 2 /λ 1 on precision. We scale the spectrum of the gene expression covariance matrix so that its first eigenvalue is λ 1 = 1 and plot the alignment u T v between the true and the normalized average of 100 subsampled eigenvectors over subsampling probabilities p ∈ [10 −2 , 1] for various values of the spectral gap λ 2 /λ 1 ∈ {0.75, 0.95, 0.99}.
Graph matrices Here, we test the performance of the methods described above on graph matrices used in ranking algorithms such as pagerank [2] . It is well known that the coefficients of pagerank vectors follow a power law for classic values of the damping factor [24, 25] which means that the bounds in assumption 1 typically do not hold. We will see however that while the distance between true and averaged eigenvectors quickly gets relatively large, the ranking correlation (measured using Spearman's ρ [26] ) is much more robust to subsampling. We use two graphs from the Webgraph database [27] , wb-cs.stanford which has 9914 nodes and 36854 edges, and cnr-2000 which has 325,557 nodes and 3,216,152 edges. For each graph, we form the transition matrix P as in [28] with uniform teleportation probability and set the teleportation coefficient at 0.85. In Figure5 we plot the wb-cs.stanford graph and the page rank vector for the cnr-2000 in loglog scale. In Figure 6 we plot the ranking correlation (Spearman's ρ) between true and averaged pagerank vector (over 1000 samples), the median value of the correlation over all subsampled matrices and the proportion of samples satisfying the perturbation condition (7), for various values of the sampling probability p. We notice that averaging very significantly improves ranking correlation. 
